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none

not any

  

nil

nary

not no part

nothing
zero

not`not

not



This word is endless fiction. If somewhere a bed and somewhere a 
person then somewhere i’d rather be. Any sheets better than this 
page. The truncated do-nothing face of a man on the train talking 
into his ear about a day that wasn’t ever and a peace he’d never 
had and never known and going on. The simple lie of any as a box 
as permanency . Stop. Full stop. The year is young and old and 
goes on when you think of it. I can smell your feet on the train 
(you think as loudly as you can). Is your tooth rotting like mine 
is? You, frustrated by the slow corners and the granite facade. To 
this you bring all the burdensome hatred you tell me it’s inspired. 
It’s inspired. You inspired and inscribed and how useless can this 
get. The features of a word are its shape. its meaning. its context 
and how much weight i give it and how much weight you give it. 
Double-you or em? 
Short unnecessary bursts of unintended, impeded breaks. the 
nonsense of the written world infected the spoken long ago. We 
are trapped but which. Alone with my species, my genus my type. 
I’ll cheat. I’ll abandon. descend. This noise keeps on. HOw much of 
a  taste are you and how much of my senses. The willful pocketing 
the broadcast time of conversation. Your word turns to invisible 
melody and the peaceful drone of forgotten form with intention-
less, meaningless content.
Recall when you were a child and asked how to spell the names of 
letters. L is el, M is em, are is R, s is ess or es or esse or s. Ae, be, 
ce, dee, e, eff, and on and on 
gee, atch, i, jay, kay, el, em, en, o, pee, que, are, es, tee, you, vee, 
double-you, ecks, why and zee.
The slow golf-clap of history. Oh, you've made it, you've made it. I 
haven’t understood. 
This page is going on forever and i haven’t yet imagined the blank 
spots. Not only the missing, empty space around letters whichc 
gives them meanings, but the empty space at the bottom of this 
where I may write more. The way a drip of   may fill a cup subject 
to the same rules. 
How now you biting sarcasm. The uncertain Struggling way of 
sleep stairs and the cold bitten metal handrail. if by foot and hand 
one catches themselves. Eight AM on a saturday night. The police 
asleep in their cars. With trembling eyelids the late wind meander 
into the last alleys and the pocket lead windows not yet touched, 
the last rounds.
If your coat drags in the gutter do you take it off? When is some-
thing used and when discarded then? I love the sight of your lips 
at the bottom of the stairs. A doorway as the most receptive, 
welcoming orifice. The chipped paint parting shows material 
absent from sight for decades now seen. Never noticed faithful act 
thus never significant Trembling wife peering from behind the 
doorpost into a room...
Time is a swollen genital that we dare. The bombastic impregna-
tion, the seed, of a death we carry with. A space of pressure which 
fades and fades. There’s that look again. Time stirs sees us peel 
away shit and pants with intractable gesture then limp and 
sodden we take up a bed. All.
rules rounds room all
The squalor where we catch our breath. A garden is dead and 
alive. Grandma. Dead and alive, that is a fecund corpse and the 
seed of death within us. I spend my pence and my thought with 
rote intention.



; case in point she says the fundamental di!erence is always one of quantity and quality is divided into 
issues of amount again fundamentally. Amounts invented. Our measured, compared. Flies circle the same 
point in a room like gyring eagles with di!ering amounts. 

She reaches for her cup across the table and what he sees is the oblique, castigated metaphor, her dirty 
"ngernails and the unconcern in her looks like an omen of a black bird or a tarot card. Utterly unaware of 
the dirt under her "ngernails showing precisely. 

She is sitting slumped in a chair in a cafe trying to get her "ngernails around the splinter in the palm of her 
hand. Unaware and aggressive, furrowed brow and desperate searching "ngers pinching at the pale white 
skin and the web of veins and lines in it and the splinter there as well. I need you like a hole in my head to 
breath from. I need you and I don't care. The vigor in a shaking breath all cumspent and twisting. The need 
to pull out and away and not wanting to. Wanting and not wanting.

; case in point says the fundamental di!erence. The pillow slept. The pillow sleep-ru#ed and fucked on. 
One of her hairs is curled laying between two furrows, laying beside his cheek and three inches along just 
in the angle he can see. Tissues. The world constrained within him if there any without.

; the baking inner surface of a lampshade. The burnt out white rim too bright to see. Far out of the range 
he can see so it's a white nothing if it's there. Watching whorls of dust rising out of the neck (where the 
inverted cone of the shade meets the inverted cone of the projected light). Flecks of skin and hairs immu-
table for being brief in time and size. He pulls his hand away and it catches on the blanket where his 
"ngernail is too long and sharp at the corner.

"The most erotic part of any body is a cavity. The hidden space within something so solid… and a place 
with a single point to get within it. The hole you have in your ass and knowing there is a space on the other 
side, this space it opens up on warm and tight and contained within you. I want to be in you there, to feel 
the pressure of your body around me… warmth and shudder."

"Or your yawning mouth and throat just beyond."

He places his "ngers on her teeth. He slides four of them past, onto her tongue, and holds them there. She 
licks at him as she can, her jaw prised open. Spit collects and falls out of her in a warm stream, down the 
palm of his hand where it rests across her lips and across her check and chin. She moans and something 
makes a clicking noise in the back of her throat. She pushes her tongue around his "ngers, forcing them 
around her tight mouth and against her teeth and the hard meat on her palette so he has a sense of the 
small space and how little it gives, how certain and resistive, how close to the bone it all lies. She closes her 
eyes, paralyzed or shaking at the fullness in her as he pushes into her. He brushes his "ngernails agains the 
rough skin on the roof of her mouth, the pattern like ribs in folds just past her teeth and then the giving 
wet canopy, veins and quiet morsel of $esh. Her chin and jaw are slick and wet from the saliva coming out 
the corner of her mouth. She lifts her tongue to o!er the softest part of her, He pushes his "ngertips into 
the tissue connecting her tongue to the base of her mouth and then around the row made of her $at front 
teeth. He pushes back.. Her glistening bone white teeth. He feels the tendon past the vacant plane where 
her wisdom teeth would have been and strokes the gutter where her the heavy body of her tongue can lie 
against the lower jaw. She tries to close her lips around him as he pulls his hand away.

She tastes blood from somewhere in her mouth. Not on her tongue and not along the gums but from 
some place in the $esh of her mouth. She thinks he must have some of her blood on his "ngers now.



  

  



collin pressler 
sonnets:

To watch other men be destroyed is to satisfy an urgency in my 
person to behold the destruction of my own sex. To watch them 
robbed of their pride is to induce within myself the 
painful empathy that reassures me of my own manhood.

***

At some point in childhood,
I feel I was given a pick of three things  
that would manifest as my adult occupation 
artist, alcoholic, murderer. 
I am presently dissatisfied with my decision. 

***

One morning you catch your next-door neighbor watching you in 
your bedroom because you left the blinds up again, 
and on the side-walk outside 
he gives you the strange look that says      
"I watched you masturbating"



collin pressler, on manners:                        SUMMER2012       
 
I wonder what things I would do given time? Misadventures and bad manners (there are worse 
things), scratching the crotch of your pants in company, tossing lunch in the train car, on account’a 
too-much-came-up-to-hold-in-your-cheeks-and-swallow-again, once the vertigo let go. After all, you did have 
so much to drink, but ordered drinks with style.

A few flecks of blood that dot the mealy white countour of an Anjou pear, but it didn't hurt 
biting down. This, the product of irregular tooth care, and lazy gums. It’s a morning ritual which takes 
its coffee black, which stares down into the street for an hour or more before taking direction from the 
passers by and mustering up the resolve to join their ranks and the good manners to never make 
eye-contact. 

Stay, tame, things will be better after December once the ice has melted down to the style of silt and 
there are no more frowns which follow the soft and unassuming 

          “is it 
           snowing 
           again?”
______________________________________________________________




